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Score Match Summary

First XI Win 7/220 10/219

A great start to what has been a long preparation phase for our 1st 
XI boys. After 11 trial matches plenty of training sessions and 
players tussling for spots we finally settled on a strong XI for round 
one in Brisbane. 
BBC won the toss and elected to bat on field that had 40m 
boundaries in some areas and 80m in others. The outfield was fast 
and the pitch looked hard so a good performance was required to 
keep from chasing a lot of runs. Lachlan Spies, Rex Tooley and 
Callum Galvin were our debutants for 2021 and they were eager to 
get involved.
Jem Ryan (2 for 23 off 9) and Callum Galvin (3 for 24 off 6.1) were 
the pick of the bowlers with wickets also going to Lachlan Spies, 
Paul Draheim and Harry Meikljohn. BBC were eventually bowled 
out for 219 in the 46th over. With several missed chances and 
close to 30 wides we let them get to a score that probably wasn’t 
deserving of our skills in the field. Plenty of lessons to take into our 
next match.
TGS padded up and looked great against some good bowling early 
in our innings. Rex Tooley and Harry Meikljohn looked to see the 
shine off the new ball until Harry (16) edged a rising ball off a 
drivable length (1 for 24). Tom Sipple and Rex were hitting the ball 
very well but unfortunately hit them straight to fielders and the 
pressure was building. With a 69 run partnership our opening three 
gave us a good start to the innings before Tom departed for 26 
runs. Callum Galvin strode to the crease with his fellow debutant 
and immediately increased the run rate. Callum hit the fielders on 
the boundary to allow the strike to be continually rotated and Rex 
was able to free his hands at a few to put some over the fence. The 
boys put on 66 together in as many balls before Rex departed for a 
well made 81 with the score on 159. Sam (5) and Taj (3) looked 
positive at the crease but didn’t add to many runs to the score and 
BBC went into the final drinks with plenty of confidence. 
Thankfully Callum was able to continue his positive intent and 
started hitting some boundaries and worked well with Jem Ryan 
(14). Callum finished not out on 62 off 57 balls. A great example of 
constructing an innings and helped TGS cross the line for their first 
win. 
Congratulations boys and plenty to work on but plenty of positives 
to take away from what was a great game to watch. 

2nd XI Win 4/146 10/140

BBC scored 140 with us bowling well at the start of the innings 
claiming the first 5 wickets cheaply. A middle order revival had the 
visitors looking good before we broke a solid partnership and 
ripped through the tail. Daly Guest 4/20 and Ben Dight 3/24 did the 
damage with the ball. After the lose of an early wicket, we cruised 
to victory with Jack Statton 40(47), Charlie Wigan 25(37) and Daly 
Guest 35*(39) being our main contributors. A good first up win but 
still plenty of area that need to improve if we are to challenge the 
top sides.

3rd XI Loss 10/124 3/144

The TGS 3rd XI were looking to kick-start their season against an 
understaffed BBC team not keen to travel. Unfortunately, errors in 
the field allowed BBC to apply pressure with the bat, turning singles 
into easy doubles. Although the total of 144 should have been 
achievable, the boys were unable to turn a solid batting 
performance into runs on the board; some excellent fielding from 
BBC saw the TGS chasing runs late in the overcount. Wickets fell 
to Lawson Herbert,  Sam Whitaker, and Willem Raymond. Jordy 
Adams and Pat Doran top scored with 25 runs each.  

4th XI Loss 8/50 2/72

A small but dedicated 4ths team boarded the bus for BBC on Sat. 
As a result a modified game was experienced and enjoyed by both 
Schools. Highlights included a notable batting performance from 
Tom Hoare as well as great bowling from John Higgins. Manny 
Kelly successfully debuted as wicket keeper with the match being 
managed well through the captaincy of Henry Johnston.



11A Loss 10/91 9/133

TGS bowled and fielded exceptionally well to restrict BBC to 9/133 
from 40 overs. Standout bowlers for TGS were Hamish Chappel 
with 2/10 from 6 overs; Jude Brocherie with 2/3 from 4 overs and 
Goff Morgan with 2/26 from 6 overs. TGS were off to a tough start 
in their batting innings losing 3 wickets in one over which made it 
difficult to build partnerships or gain scoring momentum. Angus 
Ingold (11 runs from 41 balls) and Wihan Kruger (17 runs from 15 
balls) batted well to steady the innings and build a partnership. Goff 
Morgan (21 runs from 30 balls) also batted well late in the innings 
to give the team a chance of chasing down BBC’s total of 133. TGS 
were eventually bowled out for 91 runs. Lessons to take away from 
this game were the importance of not losing successive wickets in 
an innings and patience in building batting partnerships! 

11B Loss 10/77 5/79

Early batting collapse until we were steadied by Will Savill and Tom 
Walker. Will also bowled well with Adam Lord the pick of the 
bowlers. Need to work on valuing our wickets and running quick 
singles. A good bowling effort but batting not good enough.

11C Win 6/137 5/136

Batting first, BBC were off to a solid start before our bowlers led by 
Ben Hawkins(1/14), Giles Birchley(2/12) and Clancy Bambling
(1/11) started to dominate the BBC batting. Chasing 136, early 
wickets were lost( Bambling 4, Andreas14, Titterton 10 and Saal 2) 
until Callum Francis began to take the BBC attack apart, finishing 
on 81 n.o. He was well supported by Hawkins and Wockner during 
his innings, which was highlighted by several 4s and 6s. A solid win 
by a team that worked well together.

10A Win 1/140 9/137

A solid start to the season.  Some good work with the new ball up 
front and tight lines from our spinning duo of Jimmy White and 
Ewald Kruger restricted BBC to 137/9. An excellent partnership 
from Chace Oates and Richard Dean built on power hitting and 
positive running between the wickets saw TGS reach the BBC total 
in 13 overs with the loss of only 1 wicket.  Still lots of improvement 
and work to be done at training this week to ensure we play to our 
potential and reach our agreed standards each week.

10B Loss 10/129 11/135

Already a contender for game of the season, the side was unlucky 
to fall short. Some great fielding performances and strong bowling 
kept the side in the game. Unfortunately our batting fell short but 
the side will be better for the experience! 

10C Win 7/106 7/105

The 10Cs had a great start to the season, chasing down 107 in just 
13 overs. It was a great bowling effort to keep BBC to such a 
modest score and the top order displayed some great hitting power 
early in our batting innings. The middle order had a small collapse 
however, something we will look to work on in the future. Overall 
great game. 

10D Loss 9/67 2/169
The game was against a strong GT 11 C team. The team put up a 
goof fight, but were not able to post a strong score to defend 
against the GT bowlers.

10E Loss 9/88 2/190

A well bowled round from Darcy Hamilton and Ben Silvester both 
taking a wicket each. The boys fielded really well and were all 
willing to put their body on the line to reduce the amount of runs 
score. Overall, the boys played really well.

9A Win 3/207 9/190

TGS 9A’s kicked off their campaign with a strong win over BBC. 
After winning the toss and elected to bat a fine team batting 
performance saw the boys post a very competitive total of 207 
runs for the loss of only 3 wickets off 40 overs. Joe Sippel lead the 
way with a faultless 100 not out. His 100 came from 125 balls 
hitting 12 fours. Joe scored runs all around the ground scoring 
freely on both sides of the wicket. He was well supported by the 
rest of the batting unit Cooper Webster who scored 37 runs off 40 
balls. When it was their turn to bowl the TGS boys tore into the BBC 
batting line up. All the bowlers bowled extremely well with Isaac 
Barac collecting 4 wickets. Connor Walker and Cooper Webster 
both collected 2 wickets a piece through their off spin bowling. All 
bowlers were supporting by some dynamic fielding. All in all a great 
start to the season. The boys have shown they are going to be 
extremely competitive against all teams.

9B Win 5/71 10/68

The 9B team had a great start to the season. The tone was sett 
with the ball early with Jackson Smiddy the pick of the bowlers 
taking an incredible 3/2 off 3 overs. We were able to dismiss BBC 
for 68, whcih could of been a lot less if not for sundries. We will 
work on bowling less wides and no balls for the next game. The 
boys easily accounted for the total, chasing down the total in less 
than 17 overs. Joe Gray top scored with 22 and James 'The 
Finisher' Elmes finished on 18*. Well done!



9C Win 8/121 8/90

The boys worked well to contain BBC after they leapt out of the 
blocks, scoring 38 in the first four overs. Tighter bowling and 
enthusiastic fielding saw them keep BBC to 90. Best with the ball 
was Will Searle, with 2 for 8 off 2, and Mark Armstrong was very 
tidy behind the stumps. The run chase started well, and despite 
some wickets tumbling, the boys overtook the mark on the last ball 
of the 10th over. BBC kindly agreed to continue until the end of the 
15th over, giving some more of our boys a bat. Best with the willow 
were Campbell Gourley with 37 (n.o., ret) off 25, and Jonathan 
Moffitt with 16 off 16 (and falling to a freakish run out). We will 
working on our fielding processes and running between the wickets 
this week. Looking forward to testing our mettle against a quality 
coach and tough opposition in Round 2.

9D Win 6/195 6/135

The 9Ds showed exceptional class in their first match of the 
season. While BBC couldn't manage to field a full team, the boys 
were more than happy to volunteer themselves to help out.
Rory kicked off his tenure as captain by winning the toss and a 
wise move to bowl first. Jonty and Xav peppered the BBC openers 
from both ends; Xavier managed to lock down their scoring, giving 
away only 4 runs from his 3 overs, including a maiden, and Jonty 
coming up with a wicket. Damo helped clean up their middle order 
with the respectable bowling figures of 2/15 and BBC saw out their 
innings with a decent total of 135.
Pat 'Gilchrist' Nolan showed he was as handy with the bat as he is 
behind the wicket, notching a commanding 54 off 19 balls, with our 
own Tom Scutt copping a few bruises from the brunt of Pat's 12 
boundaries. "Pat likes to hit it out here," Scutt informs me before 
heading out to deep mid-wicket. It paid off though, with Scutt 
catching a mishit on the rope from Pat, but it was too late. Marcus 
had dug in and Xav stepped out to the crease to cart some of our 
own bowlers around for a quick 42 off 22 balls and that rocketed us 
to the win in just over 60 deliveries.
The boys should be commended on playing selflessly to let 
everyone have a crack and for being supportive of all the players 
on both teams. A big thanks to the boys who volunteered to play for 
BBC including Charlie who took two wickets and Scutt who made a 
cool 30 off 21 balls not out.

9E Internal 2/106 8/54

An in-house match was played against TGS 8E on Friday 
afternoon. A huge thanks to the Year 8 team who never gave in 
against an older side. Frank Reardon impressed with an unbeaten 
23 off 32 balls. All players impressed with the ball, however special 
mention must go to James 'Pikey' Pike and Stirling Cameron who 
set the scene with the new rock with figures of 1/2 and 1/7 
respectively. A comprehensive 52 run victory sees the boys 
heading into Round Two full of confidence.  

8A Loss 10/99 7/103

After inconsistent Trial Match form, the 8As hit the road to take on 
BBC. Winning the toss and batting we didn’t have an ideal start 
losing a wicket on the first ball! A great 48 run partnership between 
Hedley Donges (23) and Charles Lachmund (31) had us in a 
fighting position at 2-48 after 11. Unfortunately a steady loss of 
wickets saw us bundled out for a lowly 99. Tom Croft (12) and 
Lachlan Muggleton (10) the only other bats to reach double figures. 
A good opening bowling effort from Lachmund and Sam Elmes saw 
BBC scrambling at 3-8. We took consistent wickets but also leaked 
valuable runs and at 7-79 we were a real chance of pulling off a 
great win. However, with plenty of overs to play with BBC were 
able to take minimal risks from there on and won in the 23rd over. 
Elmes 3-26(5) and Lachmund 1-9(6) were the pick of the bowlers 
and were ably supported by  Alex Cook, Gilbert Tighe and Donges 
who took 1 wicket each. 
Not the result we were hoping for however we realise that our 
batting effort was well below the standard required to wi matches. 
The goal for round 2 is obviously to bat out our overs and post a 
good target and with our bowling to bowl fewer short balls. Easy!

8B Win 10/133 7/101

A nervous start to the season. but a win is a win. Will focus on 
bowling fewer wides next game and also the batsmen to bat the 
alloted 30 overs. Well done to Archie Onley who top scored with 23 
and also took 3/16 off 5 overs. 

8C Win 7/186 9/53

TGS put in a very dominant performance against BCC this 
weekend. Batting first saw the top order display some serious 
power hitting while the bowlers bowled tight lines restricting the 
opposition to a very modest score. Fielding will be the focus for 
training next week as there was a few dropped catches. Overall 
though a great game of cricket. 



8D Loss 10/29 6/133

PLAYED GT 8C: We played the GT 8C team, a very strong C-
standard outfit that we weren't able at any stage to seriously deal 
with. Our best bowlers were Arch Campbell (3 for 8 from three 
overs) and Ollie Weier (1 for 7 from one over). Best batting 
performance in a low total was Hamish Grant who scored 7 n.o. 
from 28 balls. I was very happy with the boys' general attitude: they 
were extremely enthusiastic and had a great day out in Brisbane.

8E Internal 8/54 2/106

PLAYED TGS 9E: All the boys bowled well and kept the pressure 
on the batsman for majority of the match. The intent of fielding and 
walking in with the bowler could have some work done. Overall, a 
great match of learning what can be improved on.

7A Loss 5/172 2/174

The 7A's put in a strong performance in their first game of the 
season. The day started well when we won the toss and elected to 
bat. The boys produced a terrific team effort to score 172 off our 40 
overs. The batting performance was led by Jackson Spies (47) and 
Banjo Seaniger (60). Unfortunately, the boys couldn't hold out a 
strong BBC batting line up who chased down our score with 8 
wickets in hand. Our top performers with the ball were Rueben 
Kruger (1/15) and Mark Ridgway (1/21). A big congratulations to all 
of the boys who played their first game for TGS, you all contributed 
to a good team performance.

7B Win 5/142 7/133

As a group, we have set our goal to be a top 4 team. Individually 
the goal is for everyone to push their claim into the 7As or hold 
their position in 7B through great attitude and form. The game, we 
spoke about bowling out the opposition for 90 runs or setting 120 
runs as a competitive total and playing attacking cricket. 
On a perfect day for cricket, skipper Taj Khan won the toss and 
elected to bat. Our openers looked solid before both falling in quick 
succession to leave us at 2/12.
Taj and Dan Wilson played smart cricket (maturity beyond their 
years) steadily building the runs for a 50 run stand and only hitting 
poor balls. Dan remained the anchor for an outstanding 60 runs 
unbeaten. Jack Barwick belted a quickfire 25 at the end to put us at 
a very defendable 142. 
Austin Webster and Will Davidson opened the bowling with tight 
and attacking bowling with some express pace which troubled the 
batsmen and both boys collected well deserved wickets. At drinks, 
BBC were well ahead on the run chase with wickets to spare 
however some excellent tight bowling from Harry Rogers and Jack 
B dried up the runs (5 successive maidens between them) to put 
the pressure onto BBC which turned out to the be the turning point 
of the match. 
To their credit, BBC never gave up chasing 40 of 30 balls at the 
end and fell just 9 short. It was a great game of cricket played in 
good spirit from both camps. The boys demonstrated plenty of grit 
which is exactly what we needed for our first game of the season. 
Areas of improvement will be around fielding (9 missed 
opportunities), reducing extras (31) and communication whilst 
running between the wickets. With this attitude and form there is no 
reason the boys are not at the top of the table at the end of the 
season and certainly a top 4 spot is well in reach. Well played lads. 

7C Win 8/74 9/51

Grammar was sent in to bat and this looked to be a good call.Of 
the 8 wickets which fell only 17 were scored off the bat.Max Hatton 
batting at 6 compiled 10 before retiring after 34 balls faced.Tom 
Peard(15)and Jack Haddin(9) ,batting at 10 and 11,put together an 
unbeaten partnership of29 off 38 balls.This boosted the total 
to8/74.Bowlers and fielders then set about defending a modest 
total.All up,11 bowlers were deployed to keep a tight grip on 
scoring opportunities.Only one batsman reached double figures 
with 8 other wickets only contributing 16.Doug Hoare bowled some 
thunderbolts to take 2 wickets.Blake Fielding took 1/1 from 3 
miserly overs.Param Singh chimed in with 2/6 from 3. Grammar 
was able to claim a hard fought victory to hold the score to9/51after 
20 overs.An interesting footnote:Of the125 runs scored for the 
match,44 were sundries.The importance of partnerships was 
highlighted by the match winning last wicket stand of 29 where 5 
boundaries were struck,the same number as all 17 wickets which 
fell.

7D Win 5/100 4/75

A solid effort by this team to start the seasoin with a resounding 
victory. While it was a superb all round team performance, Oli 
Lethbridge had a fantastic game scoring 13* and finishing with 
figures of 0/0 off 2 overs. Chris Piccini also had a game to 
remember posting 14* and 0/0 off 1 over. 



7E Loss 8/80 4/97

PLAYED GT 7D: Great effort by the lads today in their first game. 
Batting first the team compiled 80 runs for a loss of 8 wickets. Tom 
Hiscock top scored with 16 and James Johnston made 12. Gregory 
Terrace from their 20 overs scored 4 for 97. Sam Petersen snared 
2 wickets while Leslie Campbell chipped in with 1. Although the 
game was not won many valuable lessons were learnt and will 
applied against BGS in our next match.

7F Loss 8/54 6/106

PLAYED GT 7E: Captain, Alex Vanzella won the toss and decided 
to  bowl first. Ben Haverhoek and Nathan Richter were stand-out 
bowlers, taking 3 and 2 wickets respectively, with another wicket 
bowled by Jack Pike. In what was the first ever cricket match 
played for many of the boys however, the pitch proved a little 
narrow. After 20 overs, TGS went into their batting innings chasing 
106 runs. Alex Vanzella was our most successful batsmen on the 
day, scoring 13 runs off 15 balls, but unfortunately it wasn't to be 
and, despite the boys' encouragement of each other throughout the 
match, they just didn't get there. The team is to be commended on 
their excellent communication and positivity throughout the match. 

6A Win 8/109 10/108

We won the toss and bowled and restricted BBC to 108. Some 
great fielding and also some dropped catches. After a solid start to 
our batting the boys chased down the total in 27 overs with a 
couple of wickets spare. Great start to the season.

6B Win 4/75 7/48

Brilliant first up win by the mighty 6Bs. A decent bowling effort on a 
field with very long grass, with Liam O'Mara keeping particularly 
well. In reply, we never really looked troubled, with Cooper Cook 
(19* off 15 with 4 boundaries) and Liam O'Mara (14 off 17 with 3 
boundaries) almost single-handedly chasing down BBCs total.

6C No Match
The combined Year 5/6 C team had an in-house centre wicket 
training session for this round. We look forward to officially kicking 
off our GPS Cricket season next week. 

5A Win 5/177 6/92

The 5A boys played extremely well as a team in their first GPS 
fixture. Batting first, the scoreboard kept ticking over and it was 
fantastic to see the bad balls being hit to the boundary. Top scorers 
were Aarush Sharma 22 retired, Ariz Imam 18 retired, Austin 
Windsor 24 retired and James Statton 20  not out. In reply, BBC 
could only manage 6/92 from their 20 overs. Tight bowling and 
some wonderful fielding guided the 5A boys to victory. Best 
bowlers were Riley Burke - 1 for 5 off 2 overs, Jackson Martin - 1 
for 9 off 2 overs and Austin Windsor 1 for 9 off 2 overs. 
Congratulations boys!

5B Win 3/95 5/116

A spectacular start to their GPS career for the Mighty 5Bs.  Tight 
bowling and excellent fielding restricted BBC to 46 from their 20 
overs.  Rupert Raymond’s throw down of the stumps in the first 
over set the scene for the remainder of the game.  
Some solid batting from Noah Brannelly and Raymond made the 
chase very comfortable.  Congratulations boys.  


